We consider the usefulness of the two-regime SETAR model for out-of-sample forecasting, and compare it with a linear AR model. A range of newly-developed forecast evaluation techniques are employed. Our simulation results show that time-series data need to exhibit a substantial degree of non-linearity before the SETAR model is favoured on some of these criteria. We find only weak evidence that a SETAR model of US GNP provides more accurate forecasts than a linear AR model.
Introduction
Switching-regime models (such as the threshold and Markov switching autoregressive models) have been used in contemporary empirical macroeconomics to characterize asymmetries between the expansionary and contractionary phases of business cycles. However, from a forecasting perspective, there appears to be no clear consensus as to whether allowing for non-linearities of these types leads to an improved forecast performance (see, e.g., De Gooijer and Kumar, 1992) . Part of the reason is the equivocal support from empirical forecast accuracy comparisons when the non-linear features that were prominent in-sample fail to carry over to the out-of-sample period. Forecast comparisons of US GNP where the out-of-sample period is taken to be 1992 onwards is a case in point (see, Clements and Smith, 1997) .
However, Clements and Krolzig (1998) and Clements and Smith (1999) attempt systematic, simulationbased evaluations of the forecast performance of non-linear models that seek to ensure that the future bears the same non-linear imprint as the past. The general finding turns out to be that linear autoregressive models are reasonably robust forecast devices.
A number of authors have suggested (e.g., Pesaran and Potter, 1997, Clements and Smith, 1999) that non-linear models may do better on forecast comparisons other than the (root) mean squared forecast error ((R)MSFE) of point forecasts: Pesaran and Potter (1997) look at conditional variances, and Clements and Smith (1999) consider MSFE calculations conditional on being in a particular regime, and direction-of-change statistics. The study by Pesaran and Potter (1997) in particular suggests that nonlinear models may be better at forecasting higher-order moments, which may translate in to non-linear models producing superior interval and density forecasts to those of linear competitors. Recently, methods of evaluating such forecasts have been proposed.
The aims of this paper are to gauge the 'degree' of non-linearity that needs to be present before the forecasts of non-linear models outperform linear rivals, and to assess whether, given the sample sizes typically available in empirical macroeconomics, density and interval forecasts from non-linear models are likely to be demonstrably better than those of linear models. The 'degree of non-linearity' is measured in this paper by the significance level at which a test of the null of linearity is rejected, i.e., the p-value.
The non-linear model we choose is the self-exciting threshold autoregressive (SETAR) model, which has been widely used in empirical research. It is a special case of the smooth 'threshold' or smooth 'transition' model popularised in the econometrics literature by Teräsvirta, see, e.g., Granger and Teräsvirta (1993) .
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we briefly present the SETAR model. Section 3 notes the technical problems that arise when testing for threshold non-linearities, and the testing framework adopted. Section 4 reviews forecast evaluation techniques for point, interval and density forecasts. Section 5 describes how the various types of forecast can be constructed for the AR and SETAR models, and how the forecast evaluation techniques are applied. It also describes the design of the Monte Carlo, including the forecast sampling scheme, and the choice of data generating processes (DGPs) for the Monte Carlo.
A discussion of the results follows in section 6, followed by an empirical illustration in section 7, and section 8 concludes.
SETAR models
The self-exciting threshold autoregressive (SETAR) model assumes that a variable y t is a linear autoregression within a regime, but may move between regimes depending on the value taken by a lag of y t , say, y t?d , so that d is the length of the delay. Hence the model is linear within a regime, but liable to move between regimes as the process crosses a threshold: see Tong (1978 Tong ( , 1983 Tong ( , 1995 and Tong and Lim (1980) , but a switching regression model with an observable switching variable appears in Goldfeld and Quandt (1972) . When there are only two regimes, and the process is a p th order autoregression in each, we convey this information more succinctly by writing SETAR(2; p; p), and algebraically: Tong, 1995, chapter 7) . SETAR models have also been applied to a number of economic and financial variables. For example, Kräger and Kugler (1993) , Peel and Speight (1994) and Chappell, Padmore, Mistry and Ellis (1996) apply such models to the foreign exchange market, Tiao and Tsay (1994) and Potter (1995) to US GNP, and Montgomery, Zarnowitz, Tsay and Tiao (1998) and Rothman (1998) to unemployment rates.
3 Testing SETAR models Hansen (1996) presents a general framework for testing the null of linearity against the alternative of threshold autoregression, that delivers valid inference when the threshold value r and delay d are unknown a priori, in the sense that they have to be learnt from the data (either by a formal estimation procedure or by casual inspection, as in Potter, 1995 Hansen (1996) is to calculate the statistics over a grid of values for the nuisance parameters, and then to take the supremum or some average of the statistics -the supremum, supW , was considered by Davies (1977 Davies ( , 1987 as a way of testing the null, and the average aveW and expW (ln of the average of exp(W =2)), have recently been considered by Andrews and Ploberger (1994) . Here, is the vector of nuisance parameters, so = r; d] 0 for the SETAR model, and the averaging or sup is taken over all admissible values of , 2 ?. Hansen (1996) shows how asymptotic p-values can be simulated for these functions of W
Forecast evaluation techniques
Until recently, macroeconomics has focused primarily on the production and evaluation of point forecasts (see, e.g., Wallis, 1995) , with only summary information regarding the degree of uncertainty associated with forecasts, such as standard errors, being provided. However, Christoffersen (1998) suggests ways of evaluating interval forecasts, and continuing this trend toward providing a more complete description of the uncertainty surrounding forecasts, Diebold, Gunther and Tay (1998) propose methods for evaluating density forecasts. The following sections review these and other methods.
Point forecasts
Although there is a large literature on forecast accuracy comparisons, until Diebold and Mariano (1995) there were few formal comparisons of rival forecasts of the same phenomena, where by 'formal', we mean comparisons which attempt to assess whether differences between rival forecasts can be attributed to sampling variability, or whether they are 'significant'. We begin by reviewing the Diebold and Mariano (1995) test of the null of no difference between two forecasts. They propose a test of the null of equal forecast accuracy, for some arbitrary loss function, g(e i;t ), where here e i;t is an h-step ahead forecast error from using model i. The loss differential is defined as d t g(e i;t )?g(e j;t )] for rival forecasts i and j, so that equal forecast accuracy entails E d t ] = 0. Given a covariance-stationary sample realization fd t g of n observations, the asymptotic distribution of the sample mean loss differential
is given by:
where:
is the spectral density of the loss differential at frequency zero, and d is the autocovariance function.
Thus the large-sample statistic that Diebold and Mariano (1995) propose for testing the null of equal forecast accuracy is:
where b f d (0) is a consistent estimate of f d (0), based on a weighted sum of the sample autocovariances. Diebold and Mariano (1995) discuss the choice of lag window and truncation lag. Harvey, Leybourne and Newbold (1997) propose a modified version of this test statistic that corrects for the tendency of the statistic to be over-sized, and present simulation evidence that attests to the usefulness of the modification. But given the (relatively) large number of forecasts (minimum of a hundred) at our disposal, and since we consider only 1-step forecasts, so that serial correlation is ignored, we use:
Forecast encompassing
For two rival 1-step forecasts, y i;t and y j;t , the forecast encompassing test is implemented by regressing e i;t (= y t ? y i;t ) on y i;t ? y j;t : y t ? y i;t = (y i;t ? y j;t ) + t
and using a t-test of H 0 : = 0. This is equivalent to the regression: y t = (1 + )y i;t ? y j;t + t :
( 4) and is a variant of the test due to Chong and Hendry (1986) : see Clements and Hendry (1998) . Harvey, Leybourne and Newbold (1998) show that this test may be over-sized if the forecast errors are not approximately normal, and suggest a number of alternatives, which include:
(e it ? e jt ) 2^
(e it ? e jt ) 2^ 2 t and^ and^ t are the OLS estimates of and the residuals from (3). Harvey et al. (1998) also show that the Diebold -Mariano test of equal MSFE is closely related to the notion of forecast encompassing.
Forecast failure
Forecast failure is said to occur when a model's forecast performance is significantly worse than was expected based on the model's explanation of the historical data, judged by its in-sample fit. We calculate the following test (see, e.g., Clements and Hendry, 1999) :
where b i is the in-sample standard error, p is the number of explanatory variables (for the AR: the number of lags plus the intercept; for the SETAR: the sum of the number of AR parameters in each regime plus four: two intercepts, r and d). Christoffersen (1998) suggests that a 'good' interval forecast should have correct conditional coverage, such that, the interval is wider in volatile periods than in those of greater tranquility. Otherwise we expect that the occurrences of observations outside the interval would be clustered in volatile periods and completely absent in tranquil periods. Christoffersen (1998, p.844 ) develops a 'unified framework for testing the conditional coverage' using three LR tests for unconditional coverage, independence and conditional coverage.
Interval evaluation
Let L tjt?1 (p) and U tjt?1 (p) denote the lower and upper limits of the interval forecast of y t made at time t ? 1, for a coverage probability p. Then define the indicator function, I t , which takes the value one when y t lies inside the interval range and zero otherwise. For t = 1; : : : ; n 1-step ahead forecasts, we have a sequence I n t=1 . The test of unconditional coverage uses an LR test to compare the coverage probability, p, with the sample proportion of times b that the forecast interval includes y t . The test for independence uses an LR test to compare the sample transition probabilities, c ij = P r(I t = jjI t?1 = i) for i; j = 0; 1, with the transition probabilities obtained assuming independence (e.g., 01 = 11 = p). Finally, the test for conditional coverage adds together the LR tests for unconditional coverage and independence.
In section 6 the interval forecasts for the Christoffersen (1998) test are based on p = 0:75 and the intervals are obtained by two alternative methods, either by drawing random errors assuming gaussianity, with the variance taken as the within-sample regime-specific error variance, or by bootstrapping the residuals. Diebold et al. (1998) suggest calculating the probability integral transforms of the actual realizations of the variables over the forecast period with respect to the forecast densities of the SETAR and AR models, denoted by fp t (y t )g n t=1 . That is, we evaluate:
Density evaluation
When the model forecast density corresponds to the true predictive density (given by the DGP, and denoted by f t (y t )), i.e., p t (y t ) = f t (y t ), then fz t g n t=1 iidU 0; 1]. In a Monte Carlo context, a simple way of testing the uniformity part of the hypothesis conditional on the assumption of independence is via a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test, which is based on the maximum deviation between the empirical distribution function of the z t and the theoretical distribution function. When independence fails the appropriate critical values for the KS tests are unknown (but could be bootstrapped). Then, a potentially attractive approach is that of Berkowitz (1999) , who suggests taking the inverse normal CDF transformation of the fz t g series, to give, say, fz t g. Thus, the fz t g, which are iidU 0; 1] under the null, become standard normal variates. Berkowitz argues that more powerful tools can be applied to testing a null of iidN(0; 1) compared to one of iid uniformity, and proposes a one-degree of freedom test of independence against a first-order autoregressive structure, as well as a three-degree of freedom test of zero-mean, unit variance and independence. But in each the maintained assumption is that of normality, while in some circumstances a test of the normality assumption itself may prove more powerful. 1 Consequently, we report the normality test recommended by Doornik and Hansen (1994) based on Shenton and Bowman (1977) .
Calculation of SETAR and AR model forecasts
Optimal 1-step ahead forecasts form the SETAR are simple to derive. From (2) t . The corresponding quantities for the SETAR follow in the same way, but now the standard error depends on the regime. Thus, the gaussian probability integral transforms (p.i.t.), i.e., the fz t g sequence, are given by z t+1 = ((y t+1 ? b y t+1 ) =b t ). The Berkowitz series, fz t g, are then just the original (scaled) errors, (y t+1 ? b y t+1 ) =b t , since these are N (0; 1) under the null.
The bootstrap approach assumes that the forecast densities are the empirical distribution functions of the (regime specific for the SETAR) estimated residuals. We do not calculate fz t g series for p.i.t.s obtained in this way.
Monte Carlo
A number of sampling schemes (see, e.g., West and McCracken, 1998, pp.818-9) could be adopted: we use a 'recursive' scheme. As the forecast origin moves forward through the sample, the model order is re-specified and the parameters re-estimated in each period. Thus for an observation vector of length T , the model is first specified and estimated on the data up to period T 0 (T 0 < T ), and a forecast (point, interval and density) of T 0 + 1 is made. The analysis is confined to 1-step ahead forecasts. Then, the model is re-specified and re-estimated on data up to and including T 0 + 1, and forecasts of T 0 + 2 are made. This continues up to a forecast of T made from models specified and estimated on data up to T ? 1. Thus we generate a sample of T ? T 0 1-step forecasts. We choose T = 200 and 300, but set T 0 = 100. The former represents fifty years of quarterly data, with the sample split in half, so that 1-step forecasts are calculated recursively over the last twenty five years. This is just feasible for post War macroeconomic data sets, while the latter is possible for higher frequency data. However, a forecast sample of 200 observations is used to investigate whether even as the forecast sample becomes very large the alternative forecast evaluation techniques are capable of rewarding the non-linear model relative to the linear model. It would be of interest to allow both T and T 0 to change. Here we focus on T ? T 0 for fixed T 0 , i.e., the number of forecasts, but we note that the impact of parameter estimation (and model selection) uncertainty may be important (see, e.g., West, 1996, West and McCracken, 1998) , and this could be assessed by varying T 0 .
The choice of data generating process is based on Hansen (1996) , who investigated the size and power properties of the test of non-linearity discussed in section 3. Tests of non-linearity for the DGPs used noted in table 1 have powers that range from around 5% (for the linear AR, i.e., size) up to unity, and so permit an assessment of the relative gain of the SETAR, over the AR, for varying 'degrees of nonlinearity'.
The DGPs are all first order, so to reduce computational time we set the SETAR model order to one.
The maximum lag order for the AR is set at three, to allow for the fact that it is mis-specified. d = 1, while r is chosen by a grid search to be close to the median of the generated series. For T = 200 we set the number of Monte Carlo replications to 1000, and for T = 300, the number of replications is 500.
Discussion
The testing for non-linearity is undertaken for the in-sample period, T 0 = 100. The results are shown in table 2 for the seven sets of design parameters listed in table 1. We report the averages across the Monte Carlo replications of the p-values of the null of linearity for each experiment. Experiment 1 is a linear AR. Experiments 2 to 4 are SETAR processes for which the intercept, but not the slope, changes between regimes. Exp. 2 is the 'small' intercept change, exp. 3 the 'large' intercept change, both for processes with regime-dependent error variances, and exp. 4 is a 'large' intercept change with homoscedastic disturbances. Going from exp. 1 to 4 the 'degree of non-linearity' increases. In particular, when the null of linearity is true, (exp. 1) the p-values are uniformly distributed on the 0; 1] interval (Hansen (1996) ): thus the average is close to 0:5. For exp. 2 the average p-value is around 0:35, for exp. 3, around 0:2. For exp. 4 it is in the region 0:05 to 0:10. The intercept-change SETAR with homoscedastic disturbances has lower average p-values than under heteroscedasticity. Experiments 5 to 7 are similar to those of experiments 2 to 4, but for a slope-change SETAR, and the average p-values are 0:2, less than 0:05, and 0:05 to 0:10. Now homoscedasticity makes it a little more difficult to reject linearity (c.f., exp. 7 and 6).
We now consider how these varying degrees of rejection of the null hypothesis of linearity translate in to forecast gains for the SETAR model relative to the misspecified AR model. We begin with the evaluation of the point forecasts set out in table 3. For T = 300 (200 forecasts) average p-values from table 2 of around 20% (exp. 3) allow the null, that the SETAR is no more accurate than the AR (col. c), to be rejected around 20% of the time at the 5% level using the Diebold -Mariano test of Equal MSFE, and around 25% of the time using the "% better" test (col. f). (The "% better" tests whether one model has a smaller absolute error statistically more/less often than the other). These rejection rates of the DieboldMariano test approximately halve when there are only 100 forecasts, a result which holds across almost all experiments 2 to 7. For average p-values of 0:05 to 0:10, (exp. 4) and T = 300, the rejection rates of these two tests (columns (c) and (f)) are around 50% and 40%. The small slope change (exp. 5) is similar to the large intercept change (exp. 3) in terms of the test of non-linearity, and leads to similar rejection frequencies (RFs) on the Diebold -Mariano and "% better" tests. The large slope change with heteroscedastic errors (exp. 6) leads to rejections in favour of the SETAR of over 70% and 50% on these two tests, compared to 40% and 30% when the errors are homoscedastic. There is no tendency for the AR model to be more accurate (col. b), or favoured on "% better" (col. e), except for exp. 1.
For experiments 2 to 7 the RFs of the null that the AR forecast encompasses the SETAR (col. g) are generally high, while those for the null that the SETAR encompasses the AR are generally less than 15% in most cases. Thus, some 85% of the time we find that a combination of the AR and SETAR forecasts is no more accurate than the SETAR forecast alone. A prominent feature of table 3 is that for the forecast failure test there is no evidence against the AR model for any of these DGPs (col. i): this is stark support for the contention in Clements and Hendry (1999) that model mis-specification is not sufficient forecast failure. Table 4 records the results of the interval evaluation exercise. It is apparent that, despite having a large number of forecasts, this number is still not sufficient for the AR intervals to be rejected much above 25% of the time at best. This rejection rate occurs for the Gaussian AR interval for exp. 3 when T = 300. Interestingly, while the 'large' intercept change with homoscedastic errors DGP (exp. 4) (relative to when the errors are heteroscedastic, as in exp. 3) allows linearity to be rejected more convincingly (see 2), the interval RF drops back to the nominal size. There is little power when the intervals are bootstrapped (rather than calculated assuming gaussianity). These findings are not surprising given the discussions in Christoffersen (1998) and Berkowitz (1999) , which suggest that interval forecast calculation and evaluation are only likely to be useful for a very large number of forecasts, implying these methods may be largely inappropriate even for monthly macroeconomic data. Table 5 records the results of the density forecast evaluation. The greatest power for the KS tests is around 15% for exp. 3 when T = 300. This matches the finding for interval evaluation. The powers for the bootstrapped intervals are close to the nominal size. The KS test, which tests the assumption that the fz t g follow a uniform distribution, assuming that they are iid, has little power for AR model forecast densities of SETAR-generated data. Berkowitz's suggestion to transform the fz t g to N (0; 1) variables (under the null), and then test for independence, and jointly for IN (0; 1), conditional on the normality assumption, also receives little support. We achieve reasonable rejection rates (particularly for the intercept shifts: exps. 2 and 3) when the assumption of normality is itself tested, provided the SETAR has heteroscedastic disturbances (in exps. 4 and 7 the RF is close to the size). However, the rejection rates for the SETAR model exceed 5%.
Illustration: US GNP
We compare the forecast performance of AR and SETAR models of US post-War GNP to see whether the relationship between in-sample p-values of tests of non-linearity and relative forecast gains, analysed by simulation, is useful in practice. US GNP is an obvious choice - Tiao and Tsay (1994) , Potter (1995) and Hansen (1996) have all fitted two-regime SETAR models for the period 1947 -90. In order to have 70 1-step forecasts, the model is initially estimated on data up to 1973, with the AR and SETAR lag orders selected by AIC with 4 the highest allowed in both cases. The results are shown in table 6 for the initial model estimates, and for the full-sample estimates. The full-sample estimates are satisfactory and in accordance with the previous studies mentioned, particularly the large negative coefficient at lag 2 in the lower regime, suggesting a sharp movement from the lower regime to the upper. For the initial period the model is less easy to rationalise, probably due to the relatively small number of observations and the low information content of that data for modelling expansionary and contractionary regimes.
The results of applying the Hansen test for non-linearity to the initial (smallest) in-sample period, and to the full-sample, are recorded in table 7. The statistics suggest p-values of around 50%, so that it is not surprising that there is little to choose between the forecast performances of the two modelssee table 8. The normality test of the forecasts densities (i.e., of the forecast errors) rejects at the 5% level for the SETAR and is borderline for the AR, but this could simply be due to a small number of outliers. Otherwise there are no clear rejections of the point, interval or density forecasts of either model.
The results for the point forecasts tally with those of other authors, who only tend to find gains if one conditions on the regime, that is, if the forecasts made at times of 'recession' are evaluated by MSFE in isolation. The relatively poor performance of the SETAR model could result in part from parameter nonconstancy over this period, exacerbated by the initial sample period being too small to reliably estimate the parameters.
One way of evaluating the forecast performance of the SETAR, conditional on the full-sample model being a reasonable description of the data generating process, is to simulate data from the estimated empirical SETAR model. We simulated 500 sets of data for T = 350, set T 0 = 150, and evaluated the forecast performance of the two models on this data. The models were again selected and estimated anew for each 1-step forecasts, but the maximum lag orders entertained for the AR and SETAR were 3 and 2, respectively (some experimentation suggested these were seldom binding). The average p-values for the Hansen test of non-linearity on the simulated data were around 0.2 (see table 7 ). The evaluation of the forecasts of the two models are collected in table 9. It is apparent that there is no evidence against the AR model from the interval and density forecasts. This is predicted by the simulation results given the sizes of the average p-values of the Hansen tests (which roughly correspond to exp. 3). The simulations also suggest that the normality test of the AR density should have reasonable power if the error variances are regime specific (see exp. 3, table 5) -that it does not here is because the regime error variances are quite similar (more closely matching exp. 4, table 5). As expected, the null that the AR model forecast encompasses the SETAR is rejected over 80% of the time, while the converse is rejected only 20% of the time.
Conclusions
In this paper we focused on the usefulness of SETAR models for out-of-sample forecasting relative to standard linear AR models. A range of forecast evaluation techniques were employed to judge the relative performances of the two models, and in so doing we critically appraised some of the newly-developed techniques.
Our simulations indicate that the time-series data need to exhibit a high degree of non-linearity before some of the evaluation criteria frequently indicate that the non-linear model outperforms the linear.
Interval and density forecast evaluation techniques had relatively low power to reject the linear model, even when 200 forecasts were used. A simple amendment to the density evaluation procedures fared somewhat better, although a normality test of the within sample residuals may, in general, prove to be more powerful again. Forecast encompassing tests of the point forecasts turned out to be the most useful way of discriminating between the models. The results of an empirical application to SETAR and AR models for post-War US GNP growth were broadly in accordance with the simulation results. We found for all criteria, except perhaps for the forecast encompassing tests, only weak evidence that the SETAR model (that has been employed by a number of authors) gives more accurate forecasts than a linear AR model.
There are a number of potential explanations for the findings in this paper, suggesting directions for further research. One is the need for still better forecast evaluation techniques, notwithstanding the progress witnessed in recent years. Qualitative, 'direction-of-change' tests, and regime-dependent evaluation appear promising, see, e.g., Clements and Smith (1999) . Alternatively, it may be that other nonlinear models, such as Smooth Transition AR models and Artificial Neural Networks, would record more sizeable gains relative to a linear model, when the null of linearity is rejected at levels of probability comparable to those analysed in this paper. Given equation (1), 0 and 1 are the intercept and slope in regime 1 (y t?d r), and 0 + 0 and 1 + 1 are the same quantities for regime 2 (y t?d > r). 1 and 2 are the standard errors of the disturbance term in regimes 1, and 2, respectively.
Exp. (1) is a linear AR model. (2) and (3) have medium and large intercept shifts with regime-dependent disturbances; (4) has the large shift with homoscedastic disturbances. (5) and (6) have medium and large slope shifts with heteroscedastic disturbances; (7) is (6) but with homoscedastic errors. The sample size was 100. The results were obtained using Bruce Hansen's Gauss code tar.prg. Columns (d) -(f) report RFs of tests of "% better" at the 5% level: a two-sided test; a one-sided test against the alternative that the AR is favoured; and a one-sided test against the alternative that the SETAR is favoured.
Columns (g) and (h) are RFs of forecast encompassing tests at the 5% level: that the AR encompasses the SETAR; and the SETAR encompasses the AR. We use the modified form of the test given in Harvey et al. (1998) as their equation (15), which makes an allowance for non-normal forecast errors.
Columns (i) and (j) are RFs of forecast failure tests, at the 5% level for the AR and SETAR models.
Full details are given in the text. The elements are the rejection frequencies (at the 5% level) of the Christoffersen tests of unconditional coverage, independence, and conditional coverage of 75% intervals. The Berkowitz tests are rejection frequencies of the nulls of independence and iid(0,1), applied to the inverse Gaussian CDF transformed z t sequence, for the forecast densities derived assuming gaussianity. That is, they are applied to the scaled forecast errors (see text). The last two cols. test the forecast errors for normality directly. critical value of 0:146, so no element is significant. 
